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OSCILLATION CRITERIA FOR SECOND ORDER

NONLINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

HIROSHI ONOSE

ABSTRACT.   Oscillation criteria are given for the second order non-

linear equation y   it) + a(î)/(y(0) ■  0, where the coefficient  a(i) is not

assumed to be nonnegative for all large values of  t.   These results are

concerned with the interesting recent ones of Wong's paper.

1.   Introduction.   Consider the second order nonlinear differential equa-

tion

(1) y"U) + a(t)f(y(t)) = 0,

and its special case

(2) y"(t) + a(t)\y\y sgn y = 0,        y > 0,

where  a(t) 6 C[0, oo).   We consider only those solutions of (1) which exist

on  U., oo).   A solution of (1) is said to be oscillatory if it has arbitrarily

large zeros.   Equation (1) is called oscillatory if all such solutions are

oscillatory.

For simplicity, we mention the conditions used  in the following sections:

(3) f'(x) > k > 0    for all  x > 0,

(4) Ç°°-ÈL<00    fot some e > 0,

and

(5)

and

J—oo   du
-< oo    for some e > 0,

Je   du
-< oo    for some e > 0,

0 /{„)
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/,

-e   du .
< oo    for some  e > 0,

10     /(«)

(6) lim     I     a(s) ds = +oo,
T-oo J0

n\ lim    —   I      I    a(s)dsdt = + oo
K J T-oo r J° J°

(8) lim    sup—   j      I    a(s) ds dt = + °c,
T-oo      r •'o •'o

(9) lim    inf  I      «(s) <5?s > -À > -00, À > 0,
X—»00        J 0

(10) lim    inf j     a(s)ds>0,
T—.00 ^ 0

(11) lim    sup  I      I    a(s) ds dt = +00,
7"—oo JO   JO

(12) lim    sup I      «(s) ¿s = + 00.

Recently, J. S. W. Wong  [12]  proposed a very interesting problem and

provided a partial solution to it.   Many oscillation criteria for (1) and  (2)

under conditions  (6) or (10) have been obtained;  refer to  [l]—[5], [7]—[9]

and  [il].  Now Wong's  [12]  problem is whether the weaker hypothesis  (7)

is sufficient for the oscillation of (2) for all  y > 0 and also for (1).  Re-

cently, Kamenev  [6]  proved conditions  (5) and  (8) suffice for the oscilla-

tion of (1).  And also Wong [12] proved for y > 1 that conditions  (8) and

(9) suffice for the oscillation of (2).

In this paper we prove a theorem of Wong's type for the sublinear case

and also study the extension of Wong's result to the more general superlin-

ear case  (1).

2.   Oscillation theorems.

Theorem 1.   Suppose that conditions  (9),  (11) and (12) hold.   Then

equation (2) is oscillatory for 0 < y < 1.

Proof.   Assume the contrary;  then there exists a solution y(t) which

may be assumed to be positive on  [iQ, 00) for some  tQ > 0.  We distinguish

three cases for the behavior of y (t):
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(i)   y'(t) oscillatory on  ItQ, oo),

(ii)   y'(t) > 0 on  [z+, oo)  for some   t^ > ZQ,

(iii)   y'(t) < 0 on  [z^, oo)  for some  Z+ > /-.

Suppose case  (i) holds;  then there exists a sequence  \t  ; n = 1, 2, • • •{

such that y (t ) = 0 and  t    —> oo.  Dividing  (2) through by yy(t) and inte-

grating from  Z,   to  t, we obtain

'(s)
(13)     y~7U)y\t) + y £-      ds + A(t) = 0,        A(t) m £   a(s) ds,

where  ß = (y + l)/2 and  y'U.) = 0 (k  is some integer).   Integrating  (13)

once more from  t,   to  t, we obtain
k.

(14)-y1     y(î)+yf       f ——        rf„rfS+   f    A(S)^ =-i.
i-y JlkJtk\yP(u)) Jtk i-y

From (14), we have a contradiction to condition (11).

Next suppose that y'(z) > 0 for  Z > í    > ZQ;  thus y(t) > y(Zj).   Dividing

(1) through by  yy(t)  and integrating from  Z„.  (> t ) to   Z, we obtain

'(s)
;) dss) ds = c ,(15) y-y(t)y\t) + y r     2L_i )   ¿s +   p   «U

Jt*\yß(s)J Jt*

where  c, = y'U^/y^U^.).  This leads to a contradiction to (12).

Finally, we assume that y'(t) < 0 for  Z > t    > Z  .   By condition  (9) we

can estimate  (15) as follows  (in this case   (15) is also valid)

y\t)       .        NN        rt   (y'(s))2
(16) ->-{c. + X) + y-ds.

yV{t)-       l h*y?+l(s)

If the integral in  (16) is finite, namely

n (y'(^))2(17) lim   y I-ds < M       (M  is constant),
i-oo   J', yy+i(s)     -

then we have

,.    . ,<yW    ,.    .   /-y'WV   0
hm   inf-=  hm   mf-= 0.

»—"       yy+1(z)     »—       \/0)/

From this and y'(t) < 0, we conclude that
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-y'(t)
(18) lim   inf—-= 0.

i -*oo
y Ht)

As y'(z) < 0, we have  Ik     My(i) = k > 0.  Taking first the case k = 0, we

have ß - y = (l - y)/2 > 0, y(f) < 1  and

(I9)      ^\_/^>V(^-^'A/(,)>0,

for sufficiently large   Z.   From (16) and  (19), we have

y'(t) y'U) /<0
(20) -—0—>->-c.-A,       c.=-.

y Ht)       yy(t) l    y-y(h)

From (18) and (20), we have

(21) 0 > -c1 - A,    i.e.  X> -c..

If lim        inf y'(t)/yy(t) > -oo, then by  (15) we have a contradiction to hy-

pothesis (12). So we must have  lim     ^inf y'(t)/y>'(t) = -oo.  In this case we

have a contradiction to (21) because we can take   Z+  such that the absolute

value of c     is larger than  X.  Hence, we suppose  k > 0 and y'(z) < 0.   In

this case we have

(22) & < y(<) <k+l    fot sufficiently large z.

From (22) and (17) we obtain

(23) lim (y'(s))   ds < N       (N is some constant).
I^oo J tf

From (23) we conclude

(24n lim   inf(y'(z))2 = 0.

From  lim y(t) = k > 0 and  (16) we have

-y'(t)/ky >-y'(t)/yy(t)>~Cl-X,

so that this fact and (24) imply

(25) 0>-Cj-A.

From  (25) and the argument used previously, we also have a contradiction.

Hence, we suppose
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(26)
n  (y'(s))2

lim   y  I      -ds = oo.
t^oo     Jt*yy+l(s)

In this case we may choose   T > t^  such that

(y'(s))2

y   As)

For  t > T., we multiply  (16) through by

rr vy \s).
y  I     -ds = 1 + c, +

J'* ^ +lf x
A.

-y'ith |yWj.(CitAUr;.^!j
<*yr+I(s)

and integrate from   T to  Z to obtain

yy-

. I (    x,    r (y,{s))2 ilog \~(c    + A) + y  I      -¿s1 J'. „y +i,
p L-y'U)]

which together with (16) yields

(27) -yWyrW>yr(T)/y7(/).

It follows from  (27) that  y'(t) < -yy(T) < 0, which contradicts the assump-

tion that y(t) > 0.

Theorem 2.   Suppose that (10) and (12) hold   Then, equation (1) is

oscillatory.

The proof of Theorem 2 is obtained by closely looking at the proof of

Theorem 1.

Theorem 3.   Suppose that  (3),  (4),  (8) and (9) hold.   Then, equation

(1) is oscillatory.

Proof. Suppose that a solution y(i) of (1) is nonoscillatory; then y(t)

may be assumed to be positive on [zQ, oo) for some tQ > 1 > 0. Dividing (1)

through by  /(y(z)) and integrating it twice, we obtain

(28)

and

y'U)

f(y(t))
ds + A(t) = c.,

/t   y'(s)-ds +
<o fiyis))

('    i'   f'(yis))\^ß-r\   dsdt+   f   A(s)ds = c.t+c?,
J'oJio lf(y(s))J Jto l       2
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where   c.,   c7  are constant and  A(t) = /'   a(s) ds.   We distinguish three cases

of the  behavior  of y'(t), namely, (i), (ii), (iii) of Theorem 1.  Suppose case

(i) holds;  then there exists a sequence  [t ; n = 1, 2, ••• j   such that   y'(t ) ~ 0

and Z    —> oo.   From this fact,  (28) and  (9), we have that

(30) P  fiy(s))
Jto

y'js)

[ f(y(s))j\
ds    is finite.

From (30)  and  (3) we see that

\2

(31)
rt [ y'U) T

ds < N (N is a positive constant).

By Schwarz's inequality we have

(32)

/•y(t)      ¿5 _      p

Jyit0)f(s)      ~\jt0

t   y'is)

f(y(s))
ds\

< t
rt ¡y'is) T

J<o[fiyis))}
ds < t2N2 it>t0> 1).

From (29) and (32) we have a contradiction to condition (8).

Suppose case (ii) holds, namely y'(t) > 0;  then from conditions  (4) and

(29) we again have a contradiction to condition  (8).   Finally, assume that

y'(t) < 0.   By  (9) and  (28) we have

12

(33)
y'it)

fiyit))>-(«,+ A>+    f    /'(y<5)J-I^L
1 Jio Lfiyis))]

ds.

Ii the right integral in (33) is finite as  Z —> oo, then we arrive at a contra-

diction by the procedure of case (i).  Otherwise, by multiplying  (33) through

by

fiyit))y\t)
fiyit))

(c1 + A)+  f  /'(yU))|^4
1 Jto lfiyis))}

ds i

and by employing the same procedure as in the proof of Theorem 1, we have

y'(z) <-fiyiT)) < 0,   which leads  to a contradiction to the assumption

yit) > 0.

Remark.   For the equation y"(z) + ad^yU)^ + yit)) = 0, Theorem 3 is

valid, but Wong's  [12] theorem cannot be applied.
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For the case without condition  (3), we also have, by the argument of

Theorem 3,

Theorem 4.   Suppose that  (A),  (8) and (9) hold.   Then every solution of

(1) is oscillatory, or lim     M \yit)\ = 0, or lim inf     x \yit)\ = 0  with its de-

rivative y'(t)  being oscillatory.
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referee for some useful comments.
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